**Faster, More Efficient Charging**

For Laptops, Notebooks, Chromebooks, and More

---

**THE INTELLIGENT CHARGING SYSTEM**

---

**Save Technicians’ Time**

NEVER Replace Another Over-Priced Cart Timer!

Save technicians’ time by utilizing the Intelligent Charging System instead. The system can also facilitate remote management via Wake-on-LAN, simplifying updates.

**Ease Teachers’ Frustrations**

Fast and reliable charging for classroom devices results in increased instruction time and fewer headaches for teachers. Features like charging status LEDs and automatic charging help to make sure devices are always ready when needed.

**Use the Budget for Devices!**

The Intelligent Charging System long outlasts the lifespan of an average cart timer. Your institution can spend less money on cart timers and less for technicians to go to the cart to replace them, so you’ll have more money in the budget for devices!

**HOW IT WORKS:**

The Intelligent Charging System uses power sensors and charging logic to deliver the fastest, most efficient mobile device charging. It always automatically charges as many devices at once as possible, charging up to a full cart of devices simultaneously. It connects all devices to a single power source and you never have to worry about tripping a circuit breaker. LED status indicators display which devices are charging and the level of charge. This charging system was designed to be easily integrated with nearly any cart and can even be used without a cart. JAR Systems initially pioneered the Intelligent Charging System in 2008 and since then it has been used and trusted in thousands of schools and businesses across the US!

**FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY:** Standard five-year warranty covers the entire system and included parts.
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Small, Light Design
Can be mounted almost anywhere.

Automatic Charging
Devices charge automatically as they are returned to the cart in Manage Mode.

Displays Charging Time
Lets you know how long your devices take with your normal usage.

COMPATIBLE WITH MOST CARTS
May be easily integrated with any cart when the power strips can be diverted from the original power management. Carts with hard-wired power strips may be outfitted with new power strips in order to bypass the original power management. Multiple carts or charging stations (up to 16 devices each) may be connected to one Intelligent Charging System.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model # PB-80C24
2.6”H × 9.62”W × 5”D | 1.85 lbs
Input/Output: AC 115V 60Hz
1 Replaceable 12’ Power Cord to Wall
4 Charging Outlets | 1 Auxiliary Outlet
Up to 64 Device Capacity
16 Devices Maximum Per Charging Outlet
Mounting Bracket Included

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES (Sold Separately)
Protect cables from being unplugged!
The addition of the metal cable cover hides cables in the back of the system.
Model # PB-80C24H-HOUSE-37-003-001

Need Power Strips?
Bundle with four 10-outlet ETL listed power strips per Intelligent Charging System.

The Intelligent Charging System has been independently tested and certified for product safety.

Learn more on how the Intelligent Charging System can benefit your institution.

WATCH THE VIDEO
www.JAR-Systems.com/ICS